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Computers On The Farm

You may be surprised to

discover thai the conputei S

equally at home on the farm as

in the office,

An enterprising software

eng neei has ties gned .;i

program called 'Optimiser' that

minimises the cost of pig teed.

A typical p»g farm uses 400

tons ol feed a month but the

mixture of cereals changes

daily as the piglets are

fattened for market Using the

computer, the farmer gives the

daily needs of the pigs and the

nutrient value of the available

cereals in terms of protein,

energy and vitamins. The

program then determines the

most economical mixture.

With cereal prices jumping

seasonally from £135 to £200

a ton, this software has helped

farmers calculate their feed

mixes more efficiently. A few

human' pig problems remain

The animals like a regular diet

and will turn their noses up at

any new meal that is

drastically changed Irom the

last The program, though, has

had worldwide success and is

sold from Thailand to Mexico

The computer can save small businesses time and
effort — and so boost their profits

The computer was born in military and university

laboratories. The early machines were built to

calculate how shells would fly when fired from a

battleship in stormy sea and for forecasting the

weather in mid ocean.

However, it didn't take long for the commercial

applications of computers to be recognised.

Initially only the largest ofcompanies could afford

the capital outlay tor a business system. But the

micro revolution of the late 1 970" s has at last

made the power of the computer available to the

small business.

How can a spin-off from military scientists

help, say. the local newsagent? The computer can

accept and store large amounts of data. It can

rearrange the information that it is given hap-

hazardly into useful forms. In the newspaper shop

there are large stocks of pens and paper, sweets

and chocolates, and ofcourse a wide range ofdaily

newspapers and periodicals.

Sales figures arc entered into the newsagent's

computer. A program is used that checks stock

levels. Whenever the reserves of a particular item

fall below the "threshold" number a message is

given reminding the newsagent to reorder. A stan-

dard reordering form can be called up from the

memory. The newsagent then adds in the par-

ticular details ofthat item, and the computer prints
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out the form.

But the computer does not stop there. The time*

consuming tasks of working out wages, assessing

VAT, and doingthe annual accounts all fall within

the realm of the computer.

Computers are not merely convenient. Men
could never have landed on the moon without

computers. There are problems in rocket design

and navigation that can be solved only by com-
puter. The power of the computer opens new
worlds to humanity which were closed before. But

to the owner of a small business who may wonder
what computers can do that can't be done manually,

the simple answer is — they make money.
Activities that formerly required such organising

and administration that they consumed as much
money as they earned now, with the advent ofthe

microcomputer, become profitable.

The newsagent's original occupation was the

distribution of newspapers. But the small profit

margin on each paper forced him to diversify into

other goods. Now the computer can bring prof-

itability back into newspaper delivery by keeping

records of the daily requirements of each house-

hold. Customers may now change to different

newspapers or magazines at weekends and from

day today, without throwing the newsagent's sys-

tem into confusion.

First the correct number of each newspaper is

ordered from the publisher. Early in the morning

the machine prints out the delivery' requirements,

dividing the households into networks nf streets.

Every delivery boy or girl receives his or her own
personal list. They each leave theshop clutching a

list and a precisely arranged bundle of papers.

The computer lists the houses in the order to be

The Small Business System

VM

A computer system suitable for a small

business will need to be a high quality

machine capable ol withstanding! hours

ol everyday use. A goad key heard is

essential and dish drives will also be

needed to 'run' ihe business software,

The NCR Decision Mate illustrated here

costs around £1 ,500 and is a typical

system. The only other item needed is

a printer costing £300 to £400

Hut (Entail

A stock control program gives the

computer operator access to information

about bow the company's stock is

being depleted. II one of the

bio sellers « Peanut Treets and

the operator types in (in response

to a question on the screen) the

number ol packets lelt an the shell, the

stock control program can ©sue re-stocking

orders as soon as slock levels fall

too low Some stock control programs can

lake input from a bar code reader

(see page 4{))j when items are soW. so that

both ihe sales price can be indicated on the

cash register and the inventory can be

updated simultaneously

Actuating

All of the company's accounts can be

. done using special accounting

^^_—— \ software Sales ledgers.

f\ \ cash books and standard

double-entry bookkeeping can

all be automated to produce

yearly, quarterly or monthly

accounts m a form acceptable

lo accountants or auditors

The better kinds ol accounting software

comprise modules that work Mgelfwi solhal raw data

supplied for one section of the software line sates

ledger, for example) automatically update all

(he other parts of the accounting system The advantage

lor the businessman translates into lewer man-hours

spent in routine bookkeeping more accurate

accounts and higher profitability at the

end of the day

Payroll

A payroll program

is one thai computes

the salary and prints the

salary slips For all

the members ol the

company. Payroll programs

ran reconfigured to

take into account hours

worked, basic rates

of pay. standard deductions

including lax and social security,

overtime and soon

Such programs usually work

by asking the computer operator

a series ol simple questions.

'How many employees are

on the payrolP'. Are salaries

paid monthly or weekly?" etc.

These can be answered by typing

the information in on the

computer keyboard

Invoicing

An invoicing program generates printed

invoices with less trouble and more

accuracy than a typist When an

invoicing program is "run", the

computet operator is asked

questions and enters the

appropriate answers on the

keyboard The program looks up

records to check that the invoice is

legitimate and that the details are

correct Some invoicing programs are

able to cross- reference with the

stock control program to keep all Ihe

books in balance
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followed on the delivery route and states what has

to be put through each letterbox. At the end ofthe

month the computer calculates every house-

holder's bill and prints out an accurate invoice.

Profitability comes back, through the computer,

to a highly labour-intensive business.

Many other business programs are available in

software packages. Word processing programs

arc among the first to appeal to businessmen. All

the corrections on a word processing program can

be painlessly carried out on the screen. When they

have been completed, a perfect copy is printed

over and over again. Although repetition would be

tiresome for the businessman, the computer

never tires.

Word processing is one area in which the com-

puter excels. But as technology advances more

and more people will have computers available at

work or home. Direct communication between

b
A BYTE TO EATBrown s restaurant in OxfniJu ,

*<" "ting into the raking ^
A computer provided

Under The Bonnet

Almost any business can

benefit Iram a computer When
your car goes m for its MOT,

the computer displays the list

of checks thai have to be

made. The mechanic works his

way down the check list,

entering each spare part as it

is used and the time taken lor

the job. Once every safety

check has been mad* the

computer will calculate the bill

and invoice the customer for

parts and labour.

Computers lake care ol the

routine chores and leave you

Iree lor more creative work

ng orders.
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computers will eventually replace the posting of

invoices and the ordering of stocks by letter. The

business computer will be as indispensable as the

telephone is today.
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Painting By Numbers
Three fundamental types of computer graphics and how
you can create images with them

A painting is built up from thousands of brush

strokes applied to a bare canvas. But how can an

artist create an image using a computer?
Three main systems on microcomputers are

used for graphics. These approaches to the prob-

lem of graphical design are distinguished by the

degree ofcontrol thanheyofTer over the resolution

or grain of the final image. Every microcomputer

uses either block graphics, pixels or high resol-

ution graphics.

In high resolution graphics, the artist aims at

controlling the individual phosphor dots on the

television monitor The only limitation is the

memory size of the computer. This determines

how closely the computer's screen memory models

the television screen. With a 32K computer every
phosphor dot has a counterpart in the computer's

model of the screen.

In block graphics, what the artist loses in con-

trol over the individual dots that make up the

screen, he gains in convenience. Elementary

shapes are already constructed and are available

through the software to build an image. They are

controlleddirectly from the keyboard, and the pre-

designed shapes arc usually displayed on the front

of each key. With the touch of a shift key, a

typewriter-style keyboard is turned into a palette

for block graphics.

Each shape is formed within a small matrix of

dots, eight rows by eight columns. Some micro-

computers even offer the facility to define your

own block characters, A minor program is used to

define the new character and add it to the com-

puter's range.

Pixels fall between block graphics and high

resolution graphics. They give the artist control

over a picture cell ( hence the name 'pixel' ) which

contains more than one individual phosphor dot

The Three Resolutions

In km resolution block graphics, as little as 1 Kbyte

ol memory may be enough to store all the details of

what should appear on the screen If there are just

40 blocks in each row and only 24 rows down the

screen, the total number of blocks is 960, just under

a kilobyte (a kilobyte is actually equal to 1 ,024). A
kilobyte of memory for the screen can therefore

store up to eight bits of information (255 different

combinations) for each of the blocks on the screen

In medium resolution, the detail shown on the

screen is higher so more memory is needed Eight

kilobytes ol RAM could allow 65.536 dots of right

on the screen to be either on or off. If the display is

in colour, some ol this memory will be needed to

speedy the colour ol each dot, leaving less memory
for the number of dots. II we wish the* display to be

m eight colours, three bits will be needed to specify

the coloui of each dot

A high resolution colour display requires large

quantities of memory. High resolution displays

sometimes haw as many as 640 dots on each line

and 240 lines down the screen This gives a tola! ol

268,300 dots. If only one colour is to be displayed,

53.600 bytes (268,800 + 8) would be adequate

Each bit would be either a zero or a one, and this

corresponds to each dot on the screen being either

off or on
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Sprite Graphics

Sprites is the name given to a way

of making more realistic and

easier to use pictures on your

computer system. Originally

developed by Texas Instruments,

sprite graphics are now available

on several home computers,

including Texas Instruments TI99/

04A. the Commodore 64, Atari

Computers and the Sord MS.

In conventional graphics,

pictures are built up on a single

screen, jusi as you would paint a

picture on a sheet of paper. With

sprites the computer artist has

several 'planes' or layers, each ol

wfiich can have its own pictures.

On some computers witb sprite

graphics, such as the Sord M5,

there can be as many as 32

separate planes.

The easiest way to think of

these planes is as sheets ol clear

plastic. If the sheet 'nearest' to the

viewer has a picture ol a tree,

while the sheet behind it has a

picture of a cloud, the cloud will be

seen to pass behind the tree as il

driltirKj across the sky,

By putting different elements of

the picture on separate "planes",

convincing three-dimensional ellects

can be created.

Sprite graphics systems nave

several other advantages too. The

character 'drawn' on any one ol

the planes is called, in computer

jargon, an "objecf Having created

an object {a bird, for instance), the

computer programmer can forget

the details of how the picture was
built up. if he wants it to move

across the screen, he can specily

a speed and a direction,

but less than an eight by eight block ofdots. Each

pixel can be called up individually and located in

the desired position on the screen.

In high resolution graphics two basic com-

mands are used for line drawing. MOVE identifies

the beginning of a line and DRAW makes the line

appear. Each end ofa line is identified by a pair of

numbers representing the row and column on the

screen where the end falls. Rows are usually num-

bered in order from the top of the screen to the

bottom, while columns arc numbered from left to

right. So the dot in row zero and column zero falls

in the top left-hand corner of the screen.

The program below can be run on the Lynx and

the BBC Micro. Remember to set your micro into

graphics mode. Type this program in exactly as it

appears. It can be run on any computer with high

resolution graphics by replacing MOVE and DRAW
with equivalent commands (see the 'Basic

Flavours" box).

10 MOVE 100,50

20 DRAW 92.95

30 DRAW 57,125

40DRAW100.110
50 DRAW 143.125

60 DRAW 1 08,95

70 DRAW 100,50

When you RUN this program a 'Trinacria' shape

will appear on the screen. This shape resembles

the islandofSicily. ( It is so called because Trinacria is

the old Latin name for the island). The program

scheme is suitable for drawing any shape consist-

ing of a network of connected lines. The numbers

after the DRAW command indicate the row and

column position of the point to which the shape is

to be extended. It is possible to draw anything on

the scre.en using just these two commands. The

only limitation is the resolution of the computer

screen and your perseverance, since even a curve

must be represented by dots. And MOVE and

DRAW give you access to these dots.

The next program gives you an image of a cone

by plotting a pattern of circles. As it is written this

program will run on the Sinclair Spectrum. Other
computers, including the Dragon and the Oric,

also possess the CIRCLE command (see the 'Basic

Flavours' box).

10F0RK = 2T04Q
20 CIRCLE 4Q + K, 40 + K.K

30 NEXT K

These two programs i I lu strate how acomputercan
generate graphic displays through commands act-

ing on numbers. However, a digital approach will

always fall short in attempting to imitate a con-

tinuous flowing process. For this reason there are

special hardware devices for designing images.

These can be attached to microcomputers and free

the artist from the need to enter the thousands of

numbers needed for fine images. The digitiscr is

one such device. The artist draws his design with a

special " pen' and the digitiscr translates the move-
ment of the pen into the row and column numbers
that the computer accepts.

Basic Flavours
To run on the BBC Micro the program must

be preceded by;

lifft'MiTil'iil 5 MODE

| To run on the One the program must be

B preceded by.

I^^^y| 5 HIRES

antt tine 20 must be replaced by:^^^^* 20CURSET40 + M0 +M
25 CIRCLE K. 1

To run on the Dragon the program must be

preceded by:

5 PMODE 4. 1 : SCREEN 1,1 : COLOR 0,5

:

PCLS
and line 20 must be replaced by

20 CIRCLE (40 + M0 + K). K
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SwitchingOn
Behind the computer revolution lie amazing advances
in 'miniature engineering'

The First Valve Computer

In 194 3, at the height of the

Second World War. a colonel in

the US army requested a

calculating machine lor Che

artillery. The challenge was

taken up by the University of

Pennsylvania whose invention

was presented in 1 946. having

taken 7,237 man-hours to

perfect.

The machine was given the

name ENIAC (Electrical

Numerical Integrator and

Calculator) and was the

earliest valve computer.

ENIAC used 18,000 valves,

1,500 relays and emitted the

heat equivalent ol 200

kilowatt tires This enormous

construction was housed in a

room 9m by 30m

Memory and reliability were

the early problems. ENIAC

could only store 20 10 -digit

numbers and all the

programming had to be done

by rearranging the wiring In

1952 over 1 9,000 valves had

to be replaced because the

machine could only run 1o»

about two minutes before

valves started to bum out

ENIAC's life was short-lived

and it went into retirement in

1952

Relay Switch

When current is passed

through the coil that

surrounds the iron rod, a

magnetic force is created.

This force attracts the bent

strip of iron whocfi is piyoled at

the right angle bend. The

strip turns on its pivot and

presses the two contacts

togeUie? thus closing H-«

switch

=

r~ ...

The modem computer contains millions of small

electronic switches. These are fundamental to the

design ofcomputers; without them the technologi-

cal revolution that has occurred since the Second

World War could not have taken place.

In 1 938, an electrical engineer, Claude Shannon,

demonstrated that logical operations could be per-

formed using electrical switching circuits. Since it

was apparent that the operation of a computer

consisted of a sequence of logical operations, the

search was now on to make an electronic switch.

The first attempt resulted in the 'relay'. This

switch was successfully used in pioneering
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TOP MICA

ANODE

SCREEN GRID

SUPPRESSOR GRID

CONTROL GRID

HEATER

CATHODE

BOTTOM MICA

In addition to the three fun-

damental components

(cathode, anode and grid) most

valves contain a number of

additional elements to improve

performance. The principle 01

generations, however, remains

unchanged

The glass tube illustrated

contains a positive and a

native v-mml (the calliode

and the anode) separated by a

wire grid. Electrons from the

cathode are attracted by the

anode and cause a current of

electrons to pass through the

valve.

The natural flow of negalive

electrons to the positive

terminal is increased in two

ways. The cathode is heated

until il glows and its surtace is

treated with a special chemical

The control grid is placed

between the cathode and the

anode and normally does not

interfere with the movement of

electrons. But when a negative

charge is applied to the grid

the electrons are repelled and

do not reach the anode. The

repulsive' force ot the grid

overwhelms the anode's

attractive force and the flow o1

electrons Is interrupted The

current stops and the switch is

off

computers, but its design limited the growth of

computers and their power. The relay was not

wholly electrical in its operation and the mechani-

cal components led to frequent breakdowns.

unreliability and slow operation.

The first generation of working computers was

characterised by the use of the valve in the essen-

tial role ofthe switch. These were completely elec-

tronic in operation and consequently faster.

However they used large amounts of electricity

(this was expensive and caused problems with

generated heat) and were very bulky and not yet

wholly reliable.

The invention of the transistor heralded a new

generation of computers. Transistors are theor-

etically similar to the valve in operation, but

superior in performance, smaller, and cheaper to

manufacture. These advances took the computer

out ofthe universities and military establishments

and into the commercial world.

Today's computers still use transistors as

switches, but the transistors are no longerdiserctc,

separate items. On a silicon chip *he size of a

fingernail, there can be as many as a quarter of a

million transistors, each one too small to be seen

by the naked eye. Tiny though they are, cachone is

still a switch. By packing the thousands of switches

needed to make a computer work onto a small chip
of silicon, further dramatic savings in cost have

become possible. The most expensive and power-

ful computers from the 1 950' s that filled a whole

laboratory have been reduced onto a single chip,

the powerhouse of today's micro. Computers are

now small enough and cheap enough for almost

anyone to own.

The Transistor Switch

A switch is either on or off.

In a transistor, the two stales

4 voltage

are represented by a current

flowing or not flowing It is

controlled by applying a

voltage to the control wire

The Inventors Of

The Transistor

The 1 956 Nobel Prize was
awarded lo the team whose

research ted to the invention ot

the transistor in 1 94 7

Pictured here at the Bell

Telephone laboratories (left to

right): Dr John Bardeen. Or

William Shockley and Dr

Waller Britlaift
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Questions And
Answers
Questions about computing that often spring to mind
but are rarely answered in the manuals and magazines

Could computers have

emotions?

Computers do not and could

not have emotions at the

moment. The really

interesting question is: Why
not? The computers of

today are not intelligent —
they cannot think for

themselves. How long it

will take to produce thinking

computers is not known,

but probably it will be

within the lifetimes of

people living today. Some
researchers hold the view

that creative thought

processes are inseparable

from emotions. Computers

that can think will, according

to this view, be computers

with emotions.

What is the difference

between a computer and a

robot?

Robots are mechanical

extensions of computers;

the arms and eyes do what

the 'brain' of the computer

tells them. The robots

helping to build today's cars

and stereo systems all

incorporate microcomputers,

but they are still fairly

'dumb". Confronted with an

unexpected situation, they

simply don't know what to

do. The robots of tomorrow

will incorporate more

sophisticated computers

and robots with limited

intelligence are just around

the corner.

Why is some software so

expensive? Many games
programs cost only a few

pounds, but business

programs often cost

hundreds.
Writing large programs,

especially thoroughly tested

business software, lakes

teams of highly paid

programmers months or

years of work. To recoup

the huLLc financial investment

and to make a profit,

software companies have to

sell their products at prices

guaranteed to cover costs.

A computer game may sell

hundreds or even thousands

of copies, so a retail price of

a few pounds may ensure a

profit. If the potential

market is strictly limited,

the retail price will have to

be far higher. Many
programs are highly

specialised; a printer's

estimating package ( allowing

estimates for printing jobs to

be made quickly and

accurately) has a potential

marke i. limited to the t.oi:il

number of printers in the

country. An investment of

hundreds of thousands of

pounds will have to be

recouped whether sales are

measured in tens or in

thousands.

They say the silicon chip

will throw millions out of

work. How could a

microcomputer make me
redundant?

The long-term social effects

of the microcomputer are

hard to predict, but what

seems very clear is that we

are witnessing the start of

the second industrial

revolution. Computers,

particularly miniaturised

and low- cost micro-

computers, when linked to

mechanical robots, can

easily be adapted to replace

expensive manual labour.

Even skilled jobs are not

safe. Bookkeeping and

accounting can now be

handled by computer

programs, and newspaper

typesetters' jobs are

threatened now that

journalists' word processors

can be directly linked to

electronic typesetting

equipment. Computers can

do complex arithmetical

processes so quickly, and

robots can perform complex

mechanical operations so

well, that fewer workers are

needed to get a job done.

Can computers be used to

rob a bank or start a Third

World War?
Since computers can

communicate with each

other using ordinary

telephone lines, it would be

possible in theory to tap in

to a bank's central computer

and issue orders to transfer

funds to your account. In

practice things are not so

simple. The banks use

advanced data protection

methods to ensure there is

no unauthorised access to

confidential information.

The techniques used involve

secret methods of encoding

all the information. These

codes are almost impossible

to break and in many cases

are not even available to the

bank employees. One of the

codes used for highly

confidential information is

so difficult to crack it has

been estimated that the

world's most powerful

computer would take billions

of years to do it.

Breaking into a military

computer system would

be even more difficult.

Military computers generally

do not use public telephone

lines for this very reason.

The microwave and satellite

links used are not readily

accessible to ordinary

people — even dedicated

computer buffs. Even if one

were able to intercept a

microwave link carrying

computer information, the

problem of cracking the

codes would still remain.
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Commodore64
Commodore's latest home computer offers lively

'sprite' moving graphics, and uses your TV or hi-fi

speakers to generate high-quality sound

The Commodore 64 is really the first of a new
generation ofhome computers equally suitable for

playing games, or assisting in the running of a

small business.

Sixty-four Kbytes of memory as standard is

enough to cope with sophisticated graphic dis-

plays, or business programs such as spreadsheets,

word processors, and databases. Some com-
patability with the Commodore VIC-20 and PET
business systems, has increased the range ofavail-

able software further.

The 64's range of interfaces means that ii will

operate with most types of peripherals including

the VIC disk drive and printers, A complete sys-

tem, consisting of the computer, disk drive and a

printer can thus be purchased for around £700.
Two of the 64's strongest features are: sprite

graphics (see page 45) and full music synthesis.

Sprites are visual objects created on the screen

using high resolution graphics, which can then be

moved around using simple commands — idea!

for space invaders, aircraft, explosions etc. Such
effects are possible without sprite graphics, but

require far more programming. On the 64. sprites

can be made to move, grow in size, shrink or

change colour, or can be made to pass in front ofor

behind other sprites or stationary graphic objects

such as background scenery — giving depth to a

picture. It is even possible to detect when two
sprites ha\ c collided the cue for an explosion!

The sound synthesis is equally sophisticated.

by contrast with the simple 'beeps' and 'squawks'

of cheaper machines. In addition to having three

separate voices (allowing chords and harmonics
instead ofjust simple notes), the 64 permits full

control over the various parameters that govern

the sound or timbre of the note being played. In

other words, the 64 can simulate a whole variety of

musical instruments, and more abstract noises.

The weakness ofthe 64 is its BASIC language—
which is virtually the same version as Commodore
we re usingon theirvery first computers. Instead of

a nice range of user-friendly commands to take

advantage of the 64's otherwise superb features,

most sophisticated operations require the unfrien-

dly POKE command. Fortunately it isnow possible

to buy cartridge add-ons (such as Simon's BASIC
—£50) to rectify this deficiency.

Commodore
64 Keyboard

The Commodore 64 has an

excellent keyboard with

"sculp tuied" keys | contoured

tor easy typing). Besides the

normal characters there is a

wide range ol block graphic

characters, A multi-purpose

hey marked with the

Commodore company logo

shifts between the various

sets at characters. Colours

are changed using the

CONTROL ICTRLI key and one

ol the top row of keys.

The four (unction heysto

the right ol the keyboard can

be assigned special functions

within a program, thereby

providing shorthand entry ol

special commands,
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1530 C2N Cassette Deck

This is Commodore's own standard and reliable cassette unit

and is designed to plug directly into the 64"s cassette port II

draws Us power from the computer which can also turn the

cassette motor on and oil

UstrPort

Using a 24-pm socket a variety

0! devices can be attached to

the computer Various pins can

be set as input or outpul lines

Keyboard Connector

The keyboard is attached to

the microprocessor here

1540 Disk Drive

This single d-sk drive connects to the 64 via the serial port.

One 5'A-inch disk provides 1 70 Kbytes of storage and the

maximum time taken to access any stored information is

2 seconds

1525 Printer

This dot matrix punter can print all the characters that the 64

can display, including graphics characters It is connected via

the serial port, and prints at 30 characters per second

RAM
Eight chips provide the 64

Kbytes of RAM possessed by

the machine Not all ol it is

available lor programming as

Basic and some system routines

are loaded into it as soon as

the computer is switched on

Microprocessor

Tlie65l0 is me mam processor

It controls all the operations ol

the computer as well as handling

a good deal ol the mputi'output

Sound Chip

The 6581 Sound Interface

Device generates all the

sounds that the 64 can produce
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rare

BASIC ROMs
These three chips contain the

computer's basic language

Cassette Port

A special po«t for connecting

Commodore's standard cassette

deck to the computer, It will

•not accept other makes ol

recorder without special

modifications

Powtr Socket

This is where the power supply

unit is connected to the

computer

Serial Port

this is a socket tor 'serial"

communication Willi additional

devices in serial communication

binary digits ate sent one after

the other

Audio/Video comectar
' The computet can be connected

to a hi-ii system or a monitor

via this socket

Cartridge Slot

" Cartridges containing

languages or programs tor

games can be plugged in here

On/off switch

Video Chip

The 6566 Video Interlace Chip

generates the high resolution

colour graphics and handles

sprites. It is covered by a heat

protection unit

Games Ports

These two ports allow light

pens, joysticks and paddles to

be plugged into the computer

COMMODORE
64

£229

404 x216 x75mm

1B20g

MHz

CLOCK SPEED

MEMORY

A total of 64 Kbytes. 20 Kbytes

of ROM supply the operating

system and aasic A maximum
of 54 Kbytes of RAM is available

to the user if the basic

interpreter is not used

VIDEO DISPLAY

25 rows with 40 character

positions. High resolution with

320x200 dots. 16 colours

INTERFACES

Cassette port, TV connector,

cartridge slot monitor connector

RS232 interface, user porl

LANGUAGE SUPPLIED

BASIC

OTHER LANGUAGES AVAILABLE

FORTH. COMAL PILOT. LOGO, UCSD.

pascal, and older versions ol

BASIC

COMES WITH

Power supply unit aerial lead,

manual

KEYBOARD

Typewriter- style keys, QWERTY
layout with 62 keys and four

function keys

DOCUMENTATION;

The User's Guide is ol the low

standard associated with

Commodore's manuals. The

machine, its operation and

language are described but not

at a level that is entirely

appropriate lor beginners. It

does not provide a

comprehensive guide to the

addresses of me special

registers. This is particularly

unfortunate since the sound and

graphics of the 64 are

programmed using these special

registers.

For all but the complete

beginner it might be better lo

ingnore the User's Guide and

acquire a copy of Commodore
64 Programmer's Reference

Guide', published by Commodore
Business Machines Inc and

Howard W Sams at £9.95
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Basic Programming

ToThe Point
Why you have to pay attention to every detail of
punctuation when you write a computer program

You may well have noticed, in the program listing

in the first part of Basic Programming (page 20)

that there is a semi-colon at the end of line 50, The
function of this punctuation mark in BASIC was not

explained at the lime, but is nevertheless very

important. It is used in almost all versions ofBASIC

to concatenate printed sections (' concatenate*

means 'join together). Lines 50 and 60 on page

20 were:

50 PRINT -I THINK THE NUMBER YOU TYPED
WAS ";

60 PRINT A

Line 50 printed the words inside the double quote

marks. Line 60 printed the value ofthe variable A.

Pulling in the semi-colon caused the value ofvari-

able A to be primed directly after the words within

quotes in line 50, Ifno semi-colon hadbeen used, it

would have been printed on the line following

the words.

The program below has been designed to illus-

trate some of the useful properties of the semi-

colon as it is used in BASIC. Try typing it in and
running it. From now on. we will omit the <CR>
reminder at the end ofeach line to indicate that you
should press the RETURN key. This next program
allowsyou toenter a range oftemperatures in Cen-

tigrade (also known as Celsius) and have them
converted automatically to their equivalents in

Fahrenheit.

'printout' on the screen looking something like:

•

1
.

REM PROGRAM TO COWEM tf 1*1

1

CHI Ml -EWTEfi TfC LOMES? ir£*FER*TUR£-

HPINI ^f8T TfHPCftAruftC

'

• • I TO M

•. -.

PRXMI ' It* IFNrif+. '

IH fAHfiFNHEIT •

Enter this program. LIST it to check that it has been

entered correctly, and then RUN it First you will

be asked to enter the lowest temperature. Try typ-

ing in —5. Then you will be asked to enter the

highest temperature. Try typing in 10. The pro-

gram will convert all temperatures at one degree

intervals from —5 to 10 degrees Centigrade to

their Fahrenheit equivalents. You should get a

Notice that the columns are not very even because

of the decimal points, but that each value in Cen-
tigrade is printed with its equivalent in Fahrenheit

on a single line. After you have run the program a

few times, re-type line 80just as it is. but substitute

commas wherever we have printed semi-colons.

RUN the program again. As you can see. the print-

out becomes a complete mess.

Tosee why this happened, lefs try a very simple

program to compare the effect of commas com-
pared with the effect of semi-colons. Type
NEW<CR>. Then enter:

10 REM COMPARE; WITH,
20 PRINT 'THIS LINE USES SEMI-COLONS"
30 PRINT "HTETLTP"
40 PRINT "THIS LINE USES COMMAS'
50 PRINT "H","E", "L","P"

60 END

When BASIC prints line 30 it will appear on the

screen as HELP, whereas line 50 will appear as

HELP. See the "Basic Flavours* box for varia-

tions between different machines. Thecomma has

man y uses in BA SIC, but in PR I NT statements it has

the effect ofmaking the individualitcmsappearon

the screen (or on a paper printout) spaced out,

usually by between 8 and 1 6 spaces dependingon
the version ofBASIC. Ifthe PRINT statement is used
without either commas or semi-colons, the items

will be printed out on separate lines.

Apart from illustrating Basic's use ofthe semi-

colon, our temperature conversion program also

revises several statements covered in the first two
parts of the Basic Programming course. Lines 30
and 50 set variables L and H to the values for the

lowest and highest temperatures we want to con-

vert. Line 60 is the first part ofa FOR- NEXT loop. It

seems to differ from the FOR-NEXT loop we have

encountered so far by using letters instead of

numbers. In fact, there is nodifference. The letters

we are using here, L and H, are variables with

numeric values corresponding to the values typed

in at the I N PUT L and INPUT H stage ofthe program

.

If, as suggested earlier, you entered -5 and 1 0, the

statement FOR X= LT0 H is therefore equivalent to

FOR X = -5 TO 10,

Line 80 in effect says; PRINT the value of X
(which starts at the lowest temperature and
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Basic Programming

increments by 1 each time up to the highest tem-

perature) followed directlyon the same line(that's

why we used the semi-colon) by the words in

quotes, followed directly again (another semi-

colon) by the value of F. Ifyou look carefully at F*

you will see that it is the current value of the Cen-
tigrade temperature, converted into Fahrenheit by

multiplying it by nine, dividing it by five and then

adding 32. The NEXT X line ensures that we go

through the conversions until the upper limit in the

FOR-NEXT loop has been reached.

Before going on to look at a more sophisticated

variation on the PRI NT statement, it is worth taking

a second look at line 70 in our temperature conver-

sion program:

70LErF = X*9/5+32

This line assigns a value to the variable F (which

stands for Fahrenheit). The program first takes the

value ofX (the temperature in Centigrade), mul-

tiplies it by 9, divides that by 5 and then adds 32.

The way this formula would be presented in an

ordinary arithmetic book is F = C x 9 + 5 + 32.

BASIC uses * for multiplication, / for division, +
for addition and — for subtraction.

In ordinary arithmetic, and in BASIC too, the

order in which arithmetical operations are carried

out is important. Multiplication always has top

priority, followed by division, followed by addi-

tion, followed by subtraction. If parts of an arith-

metic expression are enclosed in round brackets,

they must be evaluated first. If you want an addi-

tion to be performed first, before a multiplication,

the addition partmust be enclosed in brackets. For
example, it you wanted to know how much money
you had in your current account plus your savings

account in dollars, you might express it in part ofa

program like this:

D = (C + $)*1.5

Ifyour current account has£600(C) and your sav-

ings account has £1,300 (S) and there are 1.5

dollars to the pound, you will want to add the

pounds first (C + S) and then multiply by 1,5 to

convert to dollars. Without the brackets, the value

of your savings account would first be multiplied

by 1 .5 and then the value of your current account

would be added to the result— not what you wan-

ted at all! Always be sure to check that the

arithmetic parts will be calculated in the right

order.

Print Using
In order to look at a final refinement to our tem-

perature conversion program, try typing it in again

andRUNingit. Enter, say, — 10 as the value for the

lowest temperature and 10 as the value for the

highest. As we have already seen, the printout on

the screen is very ragged. This is because of the

semi-colons usedin line 80 in order toconcatenate

(run together) allthe parts beingprinted, instead of

printing them on separate lines. Which is fine,

except that the space taken up by the figures —

both the Centigrade and the Fahrenheit ones —
varies. This has the effect of pulling the columns

out of alignment and making the printout look

untidy.

Almost all versions of BASIC have a special

PRINT feature called PRINT USING. It allows the

appearance of the printed numbers or words to be

'formatted' or tidied up. If you want to print the

value of X and that value is known in advance to

range from, say, —99 to99, the figures can be prin-

ted out correctly aligned by using PRINT USING
l

'###";K The three "hash' signs allow up to three

digits, ortwo digits preceded by a minus sign, to be
printed. Ifmore than three digits are entered, they

will not be printed out correctly. If, however, only

two digits are entered (or only one) they will be

positioned correctly. If decimal points are

required, they can be included in the appropriate

position within the hash signs. For example, the

statement can take the form PRINT USING
U
###.##";X. Use one "hash" sign for each digit.

All the decimal points will line up automatically.

Modify the original program by changing line

80 and adding lines 82, 84 and 86:

80 PRINT USING"###":X;
82 PRINT" IN CENTIGRADE IS";

84 PRINT USING"###.##";F;
86 PRINT" IN FAHRENHEIT

1

LIST the program again and then RUN it. All the

columns should now be lined up perfectly.

We will find out how to 'save' programs, so that

they do not need to be re-typed every time, in the

next instalment of the course.

Exercises
Try entering a" lowest temperature' of— 1 000.

Why doesn't the program work this time.' How
would you modify the PRINT USING statement in

line 80 to make it work?

Alter line 84 so that only whole numbers (no
decimal fractions) are printed.

Write a program to convert a range off!gures in

pounds to dollars, using an exchange rate ofS 1 .50

to the .£.

Basic Flavours

PRINT
USING

COMMA

This facility is not available on the

Commodore 64. Oric. Spectrum, ZX81 or

BBC Micro. However, the BBC can limit the

number ol decimal places to be printed, and

this is achieved by using the tallowing

instruction:

@%=131594

The use ol a comma between print fields

will separate the items to be printed by

inserting a set number of spaces, and this

vanes depending upon which computer is

being used. On the BBC and Commodore 64

this is set at to spaces, with 1 6 on the

Dragon, Spectrum and ZX81 . The Oric uses

only four spaces
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Insights

When 1 Andlis 10
Computers achieve their prodigies of calculation with
just two digits — and 1

Converting To Binary

The easiesi way lo convert small binary numbers to I heir dearnal equivalent is

to imagine writing the place value' of each binary column on the fingers of the

right hand. As long as (he binary number is not more lhan tour digits long, all you

have to do is to hold up the appropriate finger if the corresponding binary digit is

a 1 and to hold the linger down it it is

Hold up the appropriate fingers for 1010 and you get an 8 and a 2. which add

ii<|.'!i:-r v t| ;• inedecima numba ID Ihe thW illustration ,- .: tow to

decode 0101 — itgrvesa4 and a 1. which comes to 5 in decimal form. Try

usmg the method to compule the decimal equivalent of 1 110 and 0110.

The melhod can be extended using both hands to bgure out longer binary

numbers. To do this, the fingers of the left hand (palm facing you] will need to be

labelled 16. 32, 64 and 1 28. with the 1 6 on the little finger and Ihe 1 28 on the

index finger

Most people take our system of using numbers so

much for granted that it never occurs to them that

any other system is possible.

The Romans thought up a system for represent-

ing numbers, using letters ofthc alphabet. X stood

for 1 0, L stood for 50, C stood for 1 00, D stood for

500 and so on. The Roman system worked well

enough as a way of recording simple numbers, It

did not lend itself, however, U< cnnipuunions,

1-vlti additions m Roman n i nrie i uls are difficult,

forone reason: there is no concept of place value'.

The position ofa numeral in a Roman number tells

us nothing about how much it is "worth*.

Look at the two numbers 506 and 56. The only

apparent difference is the zero in the middle. Its

role is that in the number 506 it tells us that there

are no "tens', only five 'hundreds' and six "ones'.

Every 'column' or position in a conventional

number has a "value" associated with it. The
column on the right of the number is the "ones'

column, the next one (moving lo the left) is the

tens" column, the next one is the "hundreds"

column and so on. The digit used in any 'column'

merely signifies how many of that column's value

are involved.

You may be wondering what all this has to do
with computers and the binary system. Computers

are electronic machines, which can easily

deal with numbers by using voltage levels. Five

volts represent a one and zero volts represent a

zero. As we learnt in Bits and Bytes (page 28),

ones and zeros are perfectly adequate to represent

any number, however big.

Using the familiar decimal system based on 10

(also known as the denary system) the number
506 is a conciseway of representing the equivalent

>4 I
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tights J
offive hundred and six knots in a stringer five hun-

dred and six notcheson a stick In binary arithmetic,

the same number is represented as a clumsy

111111010.
Because the system used here is "binary', the

place value of each digit in each column is dif-

ferent. Instead of increasing in value in powers of

10. the columns go up in powers of 2.

The column on the right is still the "ones'

column, but because there are only twosymbols(0

and I ), we run out ofdigits as soon as we add I . In

the decimal system, we only run out of symbols

when we get to 9; the next column uses a digit

which says: we have run out of symbols — we
don't have anything for numbers bigger than 9 —
SO we'll use the 'tens' column and use a 1 to indi-

cate that we now have one 'lot' often.

The binary system works in exactly the same
way. Instead ofgrouping in tens and writing ] for

ten, binary groups in twos, so the binary digits 10

represent the decimal number 2.

Showing the number five hundred and six writ-

ten in decimal and in binary illustrates the essen

tial similarity clearly;

exactly the same as the familiar rules of the

decimal system — the only difference is that we
run out ofcounting symbols after 1 instead ofafter

9, Let's try some additions to prove it. Decimal
equivalents are printed in brackets.

(3)

+(5)

11

+101

(8) 1000

(1 +1 = carry 1)

(1 (carried) 4-1 = carry 1)

(1 (earned) +1 = carry 1)

(l(carrierJ)+G = 1)

In binary* as we have just seen, adding 1 to 1

means we have run out of symbols as only zeros

and ones are allowed. So we say 'one and one

equals nought carry one' (just as in decimal adding

I to 9 means we have run out ofsymbols — there

are no symbols larger than 9 — so again we say

"nine and one equals nought carry one*). Here's

another addition, worked out for you, with two

more to try for yourself.

Hundreds Tens Ones

5 6
= 5x100 4- 0x10 4- 6x1 (= 506)

(4) 100

+(6) +110
(7) 111 (3) 11

+(2) 4- 10 4-{12)4-1100

(10) 1010 (?) (?)

256s 128s 64s 32s 16s 8S 4S 2s 1s

1 1 1 1 110 10
= 1x256 4- 1x128 4- 1x64 4- 1x32 4- 1x16
4- 1 x8 4- 0x4 + 1 x2 + 0x1 (= 506)

The rules of arithmetic in the binary system are

By now you will have noticed that binary

numbers are much longer than their decimal

equivalent. See if you can add 1 1 1 1 10 to

1101 101 — remember to keep the rightmost

columns lined upjust as you would when adding a

longer decimal number to a shorter one!

The History Of Numbers

Babylonian Roman

The ancient Babylonians had an advanced number system, based on 60

rather than 10. Their representation of the number 59 in Babylonian 'cuneiform'

script is shown above The use of 60 as a number base had many advantages

and there are still traces ol their system in use today There are 60 seconds in

a minute, 60 minutes in an hour and six times 60 degrees in a circle — all

vestiges ol a mathematical system perfected 4000 years ago.

The Roman system was a considerable step backwards. Letters of the

alphabet were used to represent numbers, but the position ol each Roman

numeral gave no indication of its value, making even simple arithmetic almost

impossible

Hliii

The Hindus used nine signs lor the numbers t to 9 and later added a sign to

represent zero Their vital contribution was place value' — the idea that a

digit's position in a number determines how much that digit is 'worth' Thus the

3 in 30 is 'worth' three tens The Hindu system was adopted by the Arabs and

gradually spread to Europe. One of the leading Arab mathematicians was

called Al Khowarizmi. The Latinised pronunciation of his name gave us the

mathematical term algoriinm and his book 'Al-jabr wa'l Mugabalah' is

remembered in the word algebra

Computers use the binary system because numbers ol any sue can be

represented using only ones and zeros
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Fast Reactors
Some add-ons that will help the computer games
enthusiast to speed up the action

Joystick

In a computer game you might have to pilot a

spaceship through enemy lines and fire your mis-

siles 10 destroy a target Thejoystick transfers the

control of the spaceship from a finicky typewriter

keyboard into your own hands. It is modelled on

the original pilot's joystick found in aeroplanes.

The joystick plugs into the back of the micro-

computer and is most often used in arcade-style

games. The spaceship, or whatever object the

joystick controls, moves in the same direction as

the joystick. Usually the joystick can move in any

offour directions. When you ease thejoystick for-

ward, the spaceship moves up the screen. Elec-

trically there arc four switches inside the device

arranged in such a way that when the joystick is

moved one, and only one, ofthe contacts is closed.

Each switch sends its own message to the com-

puter either up. down, right or left.

Somejoysticks also have a button for firing mis-

siles. The button is beside the joystick where it is

operated with the other hand. Or, in the pistol grip

design ofjoystick, missiles are released by sqeez-

ing the thumb-trigger

The cheaper microcomputers, notably the Sinclair

ZX81 and the Spectrum, don't always have joy-

stick facilities. You either have to type in the

desired directions of motion, using the allocated

keys or else purchase a joystick interface.

The interface is an adaptor that allows ajoystick

to be connected to the computer. Some indepen-

dent companies have produced interfaces for

these machines, but even with such a device the

game's programs have to be written to include

joystick control as well as keyboard control.

Fire Button

In games this is used for

auncMmi mlssl h i- -

:

lasers*. In other programs the

button can be given control

over a single command

Cradles

The handle of the joystick is

supported by these two

cradles that are mounted at

right angles They are linked to

l he potentiometers When the

joystick handle is moved, the

'wipers' on the potentiometers

slide along and change the

electrical resistance

Potent iotnetsrs

These are olten found in

electronics where a voltage

has lo be waned. The volume or

lone control in a hi-fi sel uses

Ihe same principles

The potentiometers have a

hack of electrical resistance

along whrch a wiper' can

move The amount of

resistance m the circuit

changes as the wiper

advances. The computer

measures the change in

resistance arm translates ihis

information into a movement of

Ihe cursoc on the screen. One

potentiometer controls the

vertical movement of the

cursor and the other the

horizontal
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Fire Billon

When this is pressed the two

contacts touch and the switch

is turned on They spring apart

when the pressure is removed

Light And Photocell

The slotted disc breaks the

beam of light as it rotates and

the computer counts the

number of Hashes detected by

the photocell. Tire cursor or

object moves across the

screen in proportion to this

number. To control both the

vertical and horizontal

movement on the screen there

are two sets of disc and

photocell

Roller Ball

When this is pressed the two

contacts touch and the switch

is turned on They spring apart

when the pressure is removed

Riller

The roller is driven through

contact with the sphere and in

turn drives Ihe slotted disc

Track Ball

Imagine you arc guiding the screen cursorthrough

a maze. You have to be able to advance the cursor

and direct it through the passages asthsy twist and
turn, The trackball is designed for this type of

problem. The trackball uses a sphere the size of a
billiard ball that you roll in the palm of the hand.

As the ball rolls, the object moves in the same
direction giving you complete and immediate con-
trol. Inside the device are two wheels set at right

angles, which rub against the ball. As you roll the

ball in the palm ofthe hand one wheel picks up the

vertical part of the motion and the other the

horizontal. The computer unites the two signals to

recreate the movement.

Potentiometer Circuit
The lever of the joystick is

connected to two variable

resistors (called

potentiometers) 'The

mechanical linkage moves

the contact point (wiper)

along either or both ol the

resistance tracks

(represented as 2ig-zag

tines). The position ol the

joystick therefore sets the

electrical resistance ol the

two potentiometers. The

computer checks the

voltages and calculates the

joystick's position. The

computer then converts tnis

information into positional

changes on the screen
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Total Recall
How the computer keeps careful track of all the
information stored in its memory— and makes sure that
it never forgets

RAM Memory

The RAM chip(betow> is one of

the major recent advances in

computer technology, RAM
IRandom Access Memory) is

one of the varieties of

completely electronic memory.

a category that also includes

ROM (Read Only Memory).

Cassette tapes and magnetic

floppy disks are examples ol

the other main kind, efectro-

magnelic memory.

RAM memory is laorrcated

from silicon using a

photographic process and

chemical etching to create

thousands of liny transistors

Each 'bit' of memory requires

at least one transistor in a

storage cell circuit.

Trie time taken to 'write' a

single bit into any one of trie

16,384 storage cells is about

200 nanoseconds— a five-

millionth of a second

i|
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In human terms, memory is the storehouse of the

mind, the place where details of experience are

stored for later use. And in computer terms
*memory* means pretty much the same thing, only

a computer's memory is more limited in what it

can do.

For a human being, poor memory is an incon-

venience or an embarrassment. For a computer, it

is disastrous. Without memory, the computer

would have nothingtoworkon and nothingtotell it

what to do, since it also uses its memory to store

the programs that drive it

In both cases, the word *memory" implies two
things; storage and recall. Storing information

without being able to get it out again is not very

useful, and trying to recall information that hasn't

been stored is obviously futile.

The two kinds ofmemory arc similar in another

way too. Human memory appears to be of two

general types, short-term and long-term. A man
crossing the road* for example, will remember to

wait until the approaching car has passed by. But

when he is safely on the other side ofthe road, the

vehicle is forgotten. His memory of the car was
short-term.

However, had the same car contained two mas-
ked men in the back seat, and the man's wife in the

driver's seat, he may well have remembered the

whole incident, including the type and colour of

the car. and possibly its registration number! This

was a long-term memory'.

Stretching a point a bit, computers have short-
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term and long-term memories as well. The long-

term or*non-volatilc* type contains programs and

information that the user wants to keep; these are

stored as magnetic recordings on the surface of

cassette tape, floppy disks, or ROM packs.

The short-term or 'volatile* type is the RAM
chip inside the computer itself, and is only used

temporarily while the computer is working. The
moment the power supply is removed, even for a

fraction of a second, all the contents in the memory
disappear instantly.

The analogy with human memory is not exact,

however. For the computer to work, the right pro
grams and data need to be transferred from long-

term storage into short-term storage so that the

computereanhave instant access to them. And the

way data are stored and recalled to and from a

computer memory is completely different too

from the methods human beings use.

The way human memory works is still a mys
tery, since memoriesofa particular incident do not

seem to be stored in any identifiable tiny segment

of the brain. We do not have to Figure out where a
particular item ofmemory is to recall it to the fore-

ground of the mind. And when we have finished

with a memory, we do not have to worry about put-

ting it back in its particular slot in the brain.

Organised Chaos
In computer memory, it is the location of each

item that is vital. The computer has to be able to

find a particular byte of information, whether it is

part of a program or part of the program's data.

The computer also needs to keep a 'note' ofwhere

it puts the information.

Human memory seems more like a box crammed
full of information, but not organised. The pieces

of information are just stuffed in, apparently at

random, tangling up with each other and being

shoved around inside the brain as more and more
images and experience are crowded in. Somehow
or other, the brain can make sense of this and pull

out what it needs, when it needs it.

Computer memory is more like a giant rack of

pigeonholes, each hole completely separate from

the rest. Everything is very orderly; each pigeon-

hole has a number (called its "address') and con-

tains just one byte, no more and no less. The

computer finds information by pigeonhole number,

not by what is stored in that pigeonhole.
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Memory Programs recorded on tape are stored sequentially'.

wiiti every bil from each byte recorded one alter the

other When the tape is replayed, the computer

'reads' each bit but stores them in groups of eight

(bytes) in each memory cell. The first byte on the

tape is placed in the first available memory cell, the

second byte in the next one and so on. When the

computer" needs to "run' the program, all it needs to

know is the 'starting address The computer

transfers the contents of each memory cell into the

CPU in sequence and these bytes cause it to

'execute' or perform the actions required by the

program

Part of the computer's memory is occupied by

'housekeeping' programs responsible for

lundamental aspects of its operation — checking

which keys nave been pressed, displaying

characters on the screen and so on. Such 'built-in'

software may also include the basic programming

language. These internal programs lake up space in

the memory and leave less for the storage of the

user's own or commercial software. Some basic

versions, for example, are stored m 16 Kbytes of

memory. II Ihe computer is supplied with 64 Kbytes

of memory, only 48 Kbytes will be left lor olher

programs. When a program is loaded from cassette

tape, the first available (emply) memory location

will clearly not be the first location in RAM. It is one

of the duties of the housekeeping software to know
and remember where Ihe first memory location

available to the user is. After the program has been

loaded into the computer's RAM. the housekeeping

software says, in effect, 'start by looking at memory
location x and then continue by examining each

successive memory location, entering the contents

ol that location into the CPU and doing what it

says'. The original order in which the program was
entered on the keyboard by the programmer is the

same as trie order recorded on the tape. When the

program is transferred from the tape to the

computer's memory, it is put into the memory cells

in the same order. To the computer, the effect is the

same as if the program had just been typed in on

the keyboard

Computers have no intelligence, and cannot
organise their memories for themselves. The only

reason a computer can store anything is because
someone has put it into the right pigeonhole in the

right order, and at the right time. How does that

happen in a typical home computer system?

When you turn your home computer on. a

message usually appears on the screen to tell you it

is working. In most cases, it also informs you that

you can start writing a program. This message,
and the facilities that let you start programming,
are stored in part of the computer's internal

memory; they need to be stored in the long-term

memory (usually in a Read Only Memory or

ROM chip — see page 9).

This portion of the computer s memory con-

tains programs thai check if (leys have been
pressed, 'print' letters on the screen, and perform
other essential 'housekeeping' jobs. It also con-

tains a special program that translates commands
usually written in BASIC into the much simpler
binary language of ones and zeros understood by
the computer.

When the home computer is switched on, the

message on the screen often says 'x bytes free",

where 'x is something like 1 5 .797 or another such
strange number. What this tells you is the number
ofpigeonholes in the computer's memory that are

free for you to use. Hitting keys on the keyboard
starts to fill these free pigeonholes up — and here

we come to the other important thing about com-
puter memory, the order in which information is

stored.

Pressing a key on the keyboard sends one byte

(representing the letter pressed — see page 3) to

the memory for storage. Hitting the k' key, for

example, puts the letter "k
T

into a pigeonhole in

memory in binary form.

But which pigeonhole does that 'k' go into? It

goes into the first free slot in the computer's short-

term memory. If you think of a block of empty
pigeonholes hungon a wall, the "k* would go in one
in the lop left-hand corner.

Hit another key, say 'e\ and the appropriate

pattern of bits goes into the second empty hole, to

the right ofthe 'k". Hit a third, a'y\ and it goes into

the third hole next to the 'e\ Looking at our block

ofpigeonholes, the codes forthe word 'key' appear
on the top row.

The computer has an internal 'counter' to

assess which pigeonhole it has reached; it knows
where to start because the built-in ' housekeeping'
program tells it where the free area of memory
starts. As each letter is stored, the counter is

increased by one to nominate the next pigeonhole
for the next letter typed.
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CashOnCommand
How you get reliable 24-hour service from the
computerised cash machine at your bank

Bank customers now have access to cash when-

ever, and almost wherever, they want it thanks to

the microcomputer. All that is needed is a small

plastic "cash card* containing coded information

about the customer's account. When funds run

low and instant cash is required, all ihe customer

needs to do is go to the nearest branch of the bank

that has a cash dispensing machine.

These cash dispensers are really micro-

computers in disguise. To obtain money, the cus-

tomer inserts his card in the slot on the machine.

The card contains a black magnetic stripe similar

to the magnetic material used on cassette tape,

When the card is inserted, a magnetic reader

checks the numbers encoded on the stripe. These
numbers show that the card is ofthe right kind ( not

an imitation) and also tell the microcomputer

inside the cash dispenser the customer's secret

PIN (Personal Identification Number),

The cash dispenser then asks the customer to

identify himselfby typing in his PIN. Ifthe number
entered is correct, he is given a choice of options,

which are displayed on the screen of the cash dis-

penser. The options usually include a choice of

withdrawing cash or making an enquiry about the

balance in the account.

If the customer wants cash, he presses the

appropriate button and then types in the amount of
money needed. At this stage, the details of what

goes on inside the system differ. A code on the

magnetic stripe tells the cash dispenser if it needs

to contact the bank's central computer or if the

request for money can be dealt with locally.

Ifthe request can be handled locally, the micro-

computer in the cash dispenser checks further

information encoded on the magnetic stripe. This

tells it what the cash limit for withdrawals is and

how much money has been drawn in the last week.

Ifthe limit is £100 per week and £60 has already

been withdrawn, it will allow up to £40 to be dis-

pensed. A prompt on the screen asks the customer
how much he wishes to withdraw, usually with a

message like PLEASE ENTER AMOUNT OFMONEY
REQUIRED. THE TOTAL MUST BE A MULTIPLE OF £5,

If the customer is making a statement enquiry,

or ifthere is no cash limit on withdrawals, the cash

dispenser goes "on line' to the bank's main com-
puter. This means that a connection is made over

special telephone lines so that the dispensers

microcomputer can communicate with the main
computer to check the amount of money left in

the account.
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Assuming enough money is in the account, the

main computer will instruct the microcomputer in

the dispenser that the money may be dispensed. A
note-countingmachine in the dispenser counts out

the bank-notes and pushes them out through a

separate slot. Ifthe dispenser is working'on line'.

the central computer is informed of the amount
withdrawn and the customer's account is up-

dated accordingly.

The cash dispenser was

introduced to provide banking

facilities out-of-hours Day or

night the customer can obtain

cash, request a new cheque

book, check the balance in the

account or order a detailed

statement The customer is

given a card — like a cheque

or credit card — and is

allocated a personal number

tellqw Ticket Troiblt

Magnetic cards can even be

found on the London

Underground, A few years

ago a comprehensive system

was devised to allow

passengers m and out of

automatic gates by use of a

yellow magnetic ticket

Unfortunately the exit

machines rejected tickets so

often that irate passengers

forced the system of exit

gates to be abandoned



Computer Holo

High tension and drama in a

scene from 'War Games'.

Military planners in the

American command post ptot

the position of enemy missiles

deputed on their grant

terminal's and computers.

Littfe do they reafise it is only

a figment ai the war

computer's imagination

Imagine the scene. You have just plugged your
new home computer into the telephone system so
that you can talk to other computers through the

telephone link. Suddenly your screen shows a new
program that you have never seen, called Ther-

monuclear War, Fascinated, you play the game,
which involves a Russian nuclear strike against
the USA. Then the terrible truth dawns, This
game is for real. You have unwittingly broken into

the NATO command computer and have set

World War Three in motion.

This is the plot ofWarGames, the film that is set

to do for home computers what Jaws did for

sharks. Is the story' line plausible? With mi II ions of.

home computers in use, is it feasible for at least one"

person to break into a top secret mi litary computer
and set off a nuclear catastrophe''

In theory it is. of course, possible for one com-
puter to talk to any other, ifthe two machines have
been connected properly through the special tele-

phone attachment called a modem. This takes

instructions from the computer and tuns it into an
electrical signal that can be sent down the tele-

phone 1 i me, through a recei ving telephone towhich

is attached anothermodem. This, in turn, turns the

electrical pulses back into the original form for the

receiving computer to understand.

In practice access to another computer's infor-

mation is restricted. Otherwise any computer
owner could change their bank balance at will and
find out secret information about other people
through police computers.

Fortunately, the chances of breaking into a
military computer and setting off a war are so

David Liflhtman (Matthew

Brodenekf. the Seattle high-

school computer genius, is

perplexed by a new game on

his computer called

'Thermonuclear Warfare'

small as to be negligible. Such a computer wil

only talk back to you if you can give it a code
number or password.

The bigcommercial and military computers are

protected by codes that are so complicated it

would take someone billions ofyears working with
the world's most powerful computer to break the

codes that guard them.

Such complex codes use a system of ever-

changing numbers that can change their sequences

many hundreds oftimes a second. The only way to

crack the code is to be in possesion of the correct

sequence to begin with.

This is why the deadly scenario in War Games
is not as great a threat as it seems. Although the

film offers great entertainment and poses some
interesting questions about the dangers of run-

away computers, have no fear that some enthusiast

with a Spectrum is going to cause Armageddon.
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